SLSC Rimfire Steel Match Results
June 26, 2016
Sunny – low 80’s
We had 22 shooters come out and enjoy a great set of stages today. A HUGE thank you to
everyone for breaking down and moving their stage to the trailer. That really helped a lot! And
thanks to the set up crew and the RO's for making the match happen. On to the results....
First - if you ever want to see the results a little quicker than when I get to send this email go to
practiscore ( https://practiscore.com/results/ ) and search for Sanners. It will likely be the first
match listed. Just look for the right month. You can find all the past matches that way as
well. They will be mixed in with our IDPA matches but the rimfire all have Rimfire Steel in the
title.
Congratulations to Steve Gregory (Open Division) for taking top honors this month with a time
of 78.07 sec! Second through 5th place overall were within 2 seconds of each other! It was a
close match!! Korey Smith took second overall and first place in the Limited Division with a
time of 97.06 sec. Second place Open was David Benthin at 97.37 sec. Second and third place
Limited edged out the Third place Open. Chris Debons was second place Limited with 97.58 sec
and Joe Maida was third place Limited in 98.95 secs. Terry Wanner took third place Open with
102.61 sec.
In Manually Operated Carson Focht took top honors with a speedy time of 164.84 sec - he was
really working that pump action rifle fast today!
For the youth Dylan Verdict, granddaughter of Ted, came in first, shooting Limited with a time
of 147.84 sec. Great time especially shooting rimfire steel for the first time! The other Novice
we had today was also a granddaughter of Ted - Bailey Boaz. Hopefully Grandpa will bring
them out again soon!
Top Rifle goes to Steve Gregory with a time of 7.69 sec on stage 3 and he also took top Pistol on
the same stage with 8.57 sec!
Full results can be found here:
https://practiscore.com/results/a361ca8d-2bef-40ca-8675-25a350a92799/index
See the stage photos below plus a couple of extras.

Stage 1 - Easy as 1, 2, 3 (Any Order - Double Tap on Large Rectangle) (6 Shots)

Stage 2 - TNT (Any Order) (5 shots)

Stage 3 - Satellites (Any Order) (5 Shots)

Stage 4 - Running Robot (Any Order - Double Tap on Large Rectangle) (7 Shots)

Sisters shoot too! But they score the biggest win when they get their brother to load for them!

The Loadmaster!

